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PURPOSE: 
To consider a proposal received from an alternate service provider 
 
 
CONTENT: 
A proposal has been received from Brewarrina Business Centre (BBC) which requests 
Council to give consideration to relocating its Visitor’s Information Centre (VIC) from its 
current location to the Brewarrina Aboriginal Cultural Centre (BreACC). The reasons for 
this are set out in the attached letter. 
 
There are obvious many points of discussion which would need to be thought through if 
this proposal was to be seriously considered. I’m not suggesting that it shouldn’t be 
seriously considered, as BreACC is a location and facility of which Brewarrina should be 
proud, but I suggest that the over-riding question which first needs to be considered is 
whether that venue and our VIC service in that venue, would be a service being provided 
for the whole of the community or catering for sectoral interests. 
 
Council provides the VIC to service the whole of the Brewarrina Shire community and 
promotes activities and tourist information for all concerned. In addition to those 
services, it also provides a venue for art exhibitions, meetings and small conferences, as 
well as event management for all the events conducted by Council. 
 
BreACC is a privately owned and operates as a commercial undertaking catering for 
aboriginal culture, and it caters for its target group very well. What it doesn’t do is 
operate a public funded facility which caters for the whole community, as does the VIC.  
If demand dictates, there is room in every town for both private operators and public 
funded facilities, but they have different goals and objectives and don’t mix well together.  
 
For example, the VIC acts as a booking agency for tour operators in general, including 
tours operated by BreAcc, but BreAcc provides only their own tours. Lightning Ridge is a 
good local example where many private operators have their own tours and attractions, 
but the VIC collectively advertises all the tours in town. 
 
In summary, both facilities offer different services and exist for different reasons, and I 
suggest that the reasons for their separate existence are sufficient for their current 
situations to continue. Both facilities are supportive of each other and that situation 
should also continue. 
 
 
CONSULTATION: 
 
 
GOVERNANCE IMPLICATION: 
 



 
 
 
 
CONCLUSION: 
 
 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 
That Council thank BBC for its proposal and advise that Council’s view is the VIC 
provides a publicly funded service for the whole community at its current location 
and proposes to continue there for the foreseeable future. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

__________________________ 
                                                                             Rod Shaw 

                                                                                        General Manager 
 
 

ATTACHMENT: 
Brewarrina Business Centre – proposal 
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